Richco Inc. is pleased to introduce the BHLWHC-500-01 Blind Hole Locking Clip to our extensive range of cable management products. This cable routing product offers an array of benefits for managing cables in applications with thick panels and chassis. The part is designed for quick, easy push fit installation via a standard 6mm hexagonal socket drive (Socket Drive not supplied by Richco), which is pressed onto the top of the mounting fix and is then pushed into a 7.9mm diameter blind hole in the panel/chassis. The one-piece design eliminates the need for a screw and reduces installation time. The barbed end gives excellent retention in the panel/chassis ensuring a secure fit. The BHLWHC-500-01 has a releasable locking clip, giving ease of cable installation and for removal purposes when maintenance is required. The clip also ensures that the routed cables will remain secure when in position. Richco is a specialist in the supply of fastening solutions to the electronics industry. Please visit our website www.richco-inc.com or call 1-800-621-1892 for more information about all of our cable and fiber management products.

Features:
- Blind hole mounting
- Releasable cable clip
- Maximum cable bundle diameter of 12.7mm

Benefits:
- Routes cables and fibers
- Fast and simple installation
- Excellent retention force
- Ease of maintenance with releasable cable clip
- Improves assembly process on production line

Target Markets:
- Electronics industry
- Games machine industry
- Vending machine industry
- Furniture market